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FOREWORD

On behalf of the ICCAD-99 Executive and Technical Program Committees, I would like to welcome you to the International Conference on Computer-Aided Design. All of the technical presentations, the panel, the tutorials and related events will take place between November 7-11 at the San Jose DoubleTree Hotel. The hotel is located in central Silicon Valley, near the San Jose airport, and should be a convenient destination for local, US and international attendees. This year, ICCAD is co-located with the International Symposium on System Synthesis, ISSS, to help improve the interaction between CAD researchers working at higher and lower levels of design abstraction. ICCAD and ISSS will have several joint sessions on Wednesday November 10th, the last day of technical sessions for ICCAD and the first day of technical sessions for ISSS.

The technical program for ICCAD-99 was assembled by a program committee which includes experts from industry and academia around the world. The committee, organized and directed by Ellen Sentovich, is made up of ten subcommittees, and each subcommittee had at least five experts in the field evaluating 20-60 technical papers. Each volunteer on the committee devoted several days to reviewing the papers, and then participated in the full-day meeting to select papers for presentation from the many excellent submissions. Only 102 papers were accepted from 318 papers submitted to ICCAD-99.

As in the previous two years, within the technical program we have included six 90 minute embedded tutorials. The intent of these tutorials is to give conference attendees a chance to hear a focused presentation, complete with background, in important CAD areas. Two of the tutorials focus on emerging technologies. In the first, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) issues will be considered; and in the second, CAD approaches for micromachined devices, or MEMS, design will be examined. As has been true for the last several years, there will be an embedded tutorial on interconnect extraction. This year, though, the tutorial will expand to include more on design issues. Moving up the design hierarchy, there will be two tutorials on higher-level simulation. In the first, the use of static timing analysis in transistor sizing will be described, and in the second, the interaction between simulation and formal verification will be examined. Finally, there will be a system-level tutorial focussed on embedded design for media applications.

On Monday night, there will be a technical panel organized by Rolf Ernst. The members of the panel will discuss the positive and negative aspects of the Semiconductor industry's published roadmap. Rolf has assembled both proponents and critics of the roadmap to engage in what should be a lively discussion.

The ICCAD/ISSS joint technical sessions will take place on Wednesday, November 10th, the last day of technical sessions for ICCAD and the first day of technical sessions for ISSS. The first of the joint sessions contains two invited talks which both address system design issues for wireless communication devices. The second session is an embedded tutorial on techniques and applications of embedded java. Finally, a joint panel session will be held Wednesday evening to discuss “System-Level Design: Designers’ Wish List vs. Reality”.

Complementing the technical program is the 1999 tutorial program, on November 11th, organized by Lawrence T. Pileggi. These full-day tutorials offer introductions to state-of-the-art in established CAD areas given by experts and leading researchers in their technical fields. This year's tutorials cover the following topics: 1) Mixed Signal ASIC design, 2) Modern physical design, 3) Low Voltage/Low power design, and 4) Signal integrity in high performance design.

The rapid pace of deep submicron and mixed signal technology development and the pressure for designers to reduce time-to-market is placing enormous demands on CAD tool development. ICCAD-99 offers a place for CAD developers and VLSI designers to meet and exchange ideas about the problems and solutions in the era of system-on-a-chip. We hope ICCAD-99 will be a valuable and enjoyable professional experience.
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TUTORIAL 1

MIXED-SIGNAL ASIC DESIGN:
CAD, METHODOLOGY, CASE STUDIES

Speakers:

Rob Rutenbar - Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA
Georges G.E. Gielen - Katholieke Univ. Leuven, Belgium
Jim Holmes - Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX
Frank Op’t Eynde - Alcatel Microelectronics, Zaventem, Belgium
Paolo Miliozzi - Conexant Systems, Inc. Newport Beach, CA
Koen Lampaert - Conexant Systems, Inc., Newport Beach, CA

Background: Modern System-on-Chip (SoC) designs are increasingly mixed-signal designs. Unfortunately, just as deep submicron technologies have complicated the design of digital functions with issues such as the design of digital functions with issues such as practical complexity management and predictable timing closure, likewise these technologies complicate the analog subsystems on SoC designs. Since analog circuits exploit (rather than abstract away) the low-level physics of the fabrication process, they remain difficult and costly to design, validate, reuse. The desire to do hand-crafted, one-transistor-at-a-time analog design is increasingly at odds with the need for more analog design productivity, practical circuit synthesis and reuse, and reliable verification at all levels of the mixed-signal hierarchy.

This tutorial is about recent progress in tools and methodologies for complex mixed-signal designs. The ad hoc (and often, nonexistent) analog methodologies of the past will not suffice for the future. The tutorial focuses on emerging mixed-signal tools and technologies, including industrial case studies of some real flows and designs. The intended audience is CAD professionals responsible for implementing of maintaining analog- or mixed-signal tools or flows, and circuit / system designers who have to live with the resulting tools and flows.

Description: The tutorial is divided into two sessions. The morning session will overview emerging CAD ideas and methodologies for mixed-signal designs. The first section will focus on analog building blocks (e.g., amplifiers, comparators) with emphasis on circuit and physical synthesis, libraries and reuse strategies. The second section will focus on system-level, architecture-level design, with emphasis on analog behavioral modeling and power/area/noise estimation.

The afternoon session will focus on examples of industrial CAD flows and design case studies. We will discuss barriers to top-down mixed-signal design in the real world practical methodologies for complex SoC designs, industrial reuse and IP strategies and radio frequency design methodology. Case studies include data channels, a commercial ISDN chip, and a front-to-back RF IC design flow.

Our overall goal is to give the attendee a clear picture of leading-edge industrial mixed-signal design practice, and the outlook for emerging research-level tools, techniques, and methodologies.
TUTORIAL 2

MODERN PHYSICAL DESIGN:
ALGORITHM, TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY

Speakers:

Andrew B. Kahng - Univ. of California, Los Angeles, CA
Majid Sarrafzadeh - Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IL

Background: This tutorial will cover "the latest word" in physical chip implementation methodology and physical design (PD) algorithm technology. The target audience consists of system and circuit designers who would benefit from understanding tool capabilities in this arena, for CAD engineers (both R&D and support), for design project managers, and for academic researchers. Familiarity with basic PD methodology is assumed.

Description: The first section will briefly review implications for PD of the process technology and system design roadmaps. A convergent RTL-down chip planning and implementation methodology will be given as context for the ensuing material. Fundamental PD problem formulations and algorithms will be summarized, concentrating on latest developments in partitioning, block placement and top-level interconnect optimization, and cell-based place-and-route. We will motivate needs for incremental optimization techniques, dealing with incomplete design data, and new tool interactions and concurrent optimizations.

The second section will focus on "upstream interactions", i.e., interactions between traditional PD and upstream floorplanning and logic synthesis. Various approaches to achieving a convergent, predictable implementation flow will be reviewed. These center around alternate methodologies for prediction/predictability and estimation, e.g., budgeting-based planning, small blocks + wireplanning, layout-driven logic synthesis, constant-delay, etc. Particular attention will be given to performance and signal integrity optimizations.

The third section will zero in on interactions with parasitic estimation, delay calculation, and timing/power/SI validations. Specific requirements for tight analysis loops, and issues for data modeling, data flows, and database organization will be discussed.

The final section will describe new linkages between traditional PD and custom layout and polygon-level optimizations. Such linkages, which may soon permeate high-end ASIC methodologies, are the consequence of manufacturability and cost considerations ($/wafer, catastrophic and parametric yield, sources of manufacturing variability). Process drivers for PD (e.g., phase-shifting masks and layout density control for uniform planarization) also provide strong impetus for PD to adopt custom-on-the-fly methodology.
TUTORIAL 3

LOW VOLTAGE/LOW POWER DESIGN METHODOLOGIES AND CAD

Speakers:

Farid N. Najm - Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
Anantha Chandrakasan - Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
Rajendran Panda - Motorola, Inc., Austin, TX

Background: By way of introduction, we will first briefly review the low power/low voltage problems and provide an outline of the rest of the tutorial, which will be in three parts.

Description: The first part is focused on design techniques. Several emerging technologies such as Multiple and Variable threshold CMOS enable low voltage/low power high performance computing while providing a “knob” to dynamically adjust leakage currents. The challenges in design methodologies and tools for these technologies will be discussed. In many applications, there is significant energy advantage in using an embedded power supply scheme where the voltage can be adapted based on computational demand. Rather than designing a system with a static supply to meet a specific timing constraint under worst case conditions, it is more energy efficient to allow the voltage to vary such that the timing constraints are just met at any given operating condition. The key challenges will be discussed including regulator design, circuit styles and scheduling. Trends in low-voltage library design will also be discussed and will cover logic, memory and low-swing interconnect drivers.

In the second part, we will deal with issues of power estimation and modeling. Estimation and modeling are central to any low power design methodology. After an introduction to fundamentals of power estimation, we will discuss power modeling at the gate/cell level. These models allow power analysis to be done at higher than the transistor level. Modeling and estimation at even higher levels (e.g., RTL) are key to doing early design exploration. These will be discussed next, covering both bottom-up and top-down techniques.

Finally, we will cover power/ground bus analysis and design, power optimization, and leakage power estimation and optimization. An overview of the performance, signal integrity, and electromigration reliability issues related to power distribution problems will be given. Common design styles for power distribution, and a unified methodology to design, analyze, and verify large power/ground grids will be presented with case studies. Modeling of package inductance, decoupling capacitors, and circuit parasitics to study their effect on power grid design will be discussed. Techniques to reduce power grid simulation effort, such as vector compression and static determination of worst case power demand scenario will also be considered. Combinational/sequential logic restructuring, encoding and several special design techniques for power reduction will be reviewed. Some recent transistor level and gate level optimization techniques to reduce leakage power in dual-Vt circuits will also be presented.
TUTORIAL 4

SIGNAL INTEGRITY IN HIGH PERFORMANCE DESIGN

Speakers:

David Blaauw - Motorola, Inc., Austin, TX
Anirudh Devgan - IBM Corp., Austin TX
Abhijit Dharchoudhury - Intel Corp., Austin, TX

Background: This tutorial is intended to help circuit designers, CAD tool developers, and researchers gain an understanding of the problems, available analysis tools, and mitigating circuit techniques in the area of signal integrity for high performance design.

Description: As designs are reaching Giga-Hertz clock rates, designers are increasingly forced to make trade-offs between the signal integrity and performance constraints for a design. In today’s high performance designs, signal integrity arises from a number of complex issues and requires careful design and analysis of the power grid, circuit structures, and high speed interconnects.

The first part of this tutorial will give an overview of different signal integrity problems in a design and will demonstrate with industrial examples how they cause functional and performance failures. Also a brief overview of circuit extraction and interconnect modeling techniques will be covered.

Next, power grid signal integrity will be addressed, including resistive voltage drops, inductive voltage drops, and power grid resonance problems. Different power grid topologies and design methodologies will be discussed and illustrated with a number of industrial examples. The analysis approach and associated fast linear solution techniques will be presented.

The third part of this tutorial will focus on signal integrity of the circuits and interconnects. We will present different analysis approaches to evaluate cross coupling noise, and charge sharing noise and to determine if it causes functional failures. Also the effect of noise on the delay of the circuit will be addressed. We will present a number of examples of failures in industrial designs and will discuss methods for correcting noise problems.

The final part of the tutorial will discuss approaches for noise avoidance and emerging signal integrity issues, specifically self and mutual inductance, bipolar and floating body effects in SOI technologies, and signal integrity problems in ultra-low voltage designs with dual Vt technologies.
PANEL:

CAD ROADMAPS - USEFUL, REDUNDANT OR EVEN OBSTRUCTIVE?

Moderator: Rolf Ernst - Technical Univ. of Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany

There will be a new edition of the SIA roadmap this year. The SIA roadmap has been used by the semiconductor industry to develop new products and technologies in close synchronization. The SIA roadmap also contains a CAD section which defines the tools necessary to make the predicted technological progress happen.

In general, roadmaps are developed to support management decisions and to control longer term technological innovation, and - in this context - define relevant fields for academic research. Despite a much smaller size, the EDA industry experiences similar delay times from academic research to widely accepted products. Complex interdependencies between CAD tools, IP libraries, standardization processes and company design methodologies make predictions difficult. Embedded system design added additional hooks to the world of software development. So, reliable CAD roadmaps could be a valuable decision support for the EDA, semiconductor and systems industries.

On the other hand, roadmap prophecies, if taken serious, tend to be self-fulfilling due to their influence on technological investments and, eventually, on research funds. So, roadmaps could potentially stifle innovation especially in a highly dynamic area such as system design.

The distinguished panel will discuss the usefulness and the impact of CAD roadmaps. It includes authors of the SIA roadmap, of Asian and European CAD roadmaps, as well as highly influential representatives from academia and from the EDA industry.

Panel Members:

Ivo Bolsens - IMEC, Leuven, Belgium
Raul Camposano - Synopsys, Inc., Mountain View, CA
Tamotsu Hiwatashi - Toshiba Corp., Kawasaki, Japan
William Joyner - SRC, Research Triangle Park, NC
Edward A. Lee - Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA
Richard Newton - Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA
Gabriele Saucier - IMAG, Grenoble, France
PANEL:
SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN:
DESIGNERS’ WISH LIST VS. REALITY

Moderators: Reinaldo Bergamaschi - IBM T.J. Watson Research Ctr., Yorktown Heights, NY
Daniel Gajski - Univ. of California, Irvine, CA

System level design has brought together a number of formidable challenges, such as methodology, software and hardware design and design automation, to name a few. More than ever, the successful design of a system requires all these challenges to be addressed - by both the designers and the design automation tools.

Designers, better than anyone else, know what the problems are. Design automation companies claim to know how to solve them and have the products to prove it. Is this really true? Are the design automation tools really solving the hard problems or skimming over the real challenges? This panel addresses exactly that by confronting the views of distinguished designers and tools developers.

The panelists belong to two teams. The designer team will present the main problems in doing system design including verification, IP use, integration and synthesis among others, and try to show that many of the real problems are not being addressed by current tools. The tools team will explain how the tools are indeed tackling the real problems and how the designers can make the best use out of them.

The attendees can expect a very interesting, informative and technical debate. At the end, the audience will be the judge and a verdict will be passed on what the real problems are, which ones can be solved with existing tools, and what needs to be done in the future to address the system design challenges.

Panel Members:
Michael Franz - Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc., Milpitas, CA
William Lee - IBM Corp., Research Triangle Park, NC
Kees Vissers - Philips Research Labs., Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Joachim Kunkel - Synopsys, Inc., Mountain View, CA
Grant Martin - Cadence Design Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA
Arkady M. Horak - Motorola Inc., Austin, TX
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